Response to Questions on Notice
Transport Workers Union
20 Jan 2021

Re: Hearing for “Submission to the “Select Committee on the impact of technological and other change on
the future of work and workers in New South Wales”

Question Taken on Notice – Item 1
Mr DAVID SHOEBRIDGE: Did you hear Mr McMaster's evidence just before you came in, from the
Australian Road Transport Industrial Organisation?
Mr KAINE: No, we did not.
Mr DAVID SHOEBRIDGE: His position was, and I might ask if you want to consider this on notice, that
in terms of all of those delivery workers, whether they are bike couriers, Ola drivers, Uber drivers,
Deliveroo bike riders, that a contribution should be made from each of those gigs that they do into a
workers compensation pool, which then provides coverage across the board for those drivers or
riders as they move from gig to gig. What do you say to that pooled-base approach, so that you get
ubiquitous coverage?

While the TWU welcomes a proposal to provide workers compensation to transport workers
in the gig economy, we have serious reservations about how a ‘pool’ or ‘levy’ workers
compensation would operate.
First of all, the proposed ‘workers compensation pool’ would risk undermining worker pay
and safety. Such a system could lead to the costs of workers compensation being passed
onto already lowly paid transport workers in the gig economy through the corresponding
reduction of rates of pay. Such an adverse and unintended outcome is likely given that (1)
working conditions for gig workers remain unregulated (2) the hypercompetitive market in
which gig economy companies operate (3) the fact that rates, terms and conditions are
unilaterally set by companies with no minimum floor to payment levels.
The impact of such an outcome would be catastrophic for workers who, as made evident in
our submission, are already paid well below minimum wage. Furthermore, reductions in pay
will undermine safety by encouraging risk-taking behaviour like working while fatigued or
speeding, costing lives and in turn, increasing the total cost of any like scheme. This link
between remuneration structures and safety was discussed in our submission and tragically
made to evident in recent months following the deaths of five food delivery workers.
Second, the proposed ‘pool’ approach fails to provide economic incentives to companies to
ensure a safe workplace. The existing workers compensation system provides a marketbased mechanism which economically incentivises safe work practices through fluctuating

premium rates. The proposed approach would effectively aggregate such premiums on an
industry-wide basis, leading to industry to disproportionately share the costs of poor safety
practices, while failing to penalise those companies with high rates of injuries or deaths.

Question Taken on Notice – Item 2
The Hon. COURTNEY HOUSSOS: Can I just ask a follow-up on that specific question? That is
something we have heard some different testimony around. I notice you talk about it coming out of
your survey that there is a real lack of transparency over that black box—that algorithm. Are you
able to provide us with any feedback about what the factors in the algorithm are? Have you received
feedback as part of your survey or elsewhere? I mean, obviously they are different on different
platforms, but that would be very helpful for us.

The algorithms which assign work and manage the performance of these workers are quite
simply, a mystery. Companies operating in the transport sector of the gig economy have
generally refused to provide workers with meaningful information about how these
algorithms function, despite algorithms being used to control work and influence earnings,
job security and safety.
Notwithstanding this, we do know from workers that a range of data is collected and
monitored by companies and is likely factored into such algorithms. This includes job
completion times, acceptance rates, customer ratings, support requests, vehicle type, job
completion rates, deviation from designated delivery/trip routes, incomplete orders and
total hours worked.
Question Taken on Notice – Item 3
The CHAIR: We might forward you the transcript of Mr Charlie Heuston's evidence from the
Department of Premier and Cabinet, in which he alluded to whether he thought that there were
some constitutional issues to do with the State Government acting, particularly whether the intention
of the Government at the time it exempted chapter 6 from the Independent Contractors Act was to
cover the field, and whether that would bar State governments from acting any further—or, at least,
that there is a question. If you could respond to that on notice, that would be useful.
Mr KAINE: Yes, I will do that.

The TWU has reviewed the transcript of Mr Charlie Heuston and can provide
additional information to answer the questions raised through his evidence in
relation to the ability to extend the scope of Chapter 6 of the Industrial Relations Act
1996 (NSW) (Chapter 6).
In his evidence, Mr Heuston suggested that the extension of Chapter 6 and its
application to the gig economy, may not be possible given that extending Chapter 6
to new classes of transport workers could trigger constitutional issues. Mr Heuston
stated that:
“The Independent Contractors Act when it commenced operation in 2006 was
directed at preserving the existing scope of chapter 6, so if it was a proposal
to expand that into additional classes of work, and I think this has been raised

previously, at least in the submissions, that then might cause a conflict with
the operation of those Federal laws. That would call into question whether or
not they can have application” p.46
Mr Heuston followed on to state that he had not received legal advice supporting
this view.
The TWU does not believe that there would be a constitutional issue triggered by
such amendments. This view is informed by legal advice obtained by the TWU when
amendments to Chapter 6 had been previously considered by the NSW Parliament.
We see no reason that the same legal rationale would not apply in this case.
We do note that Mr Heuston’s evidence, as indicated in his transcript, had not been
informed by legal advice. The TWU would like to submit a copy of the legal advice in
relation to this matter, which has been prepared by Mark Gibian SC and provided in
Annexure A.

Question Taken on Notice – Item 4
The Hon. ADAM SEARLE: Just briefly, you talk about the problem of telematics, which is in relation to
the issue of surveillance in the workplace and the problems for worker privacy from these apps that
the workers must download to interact with these digital platforms. If we do not have enough time I
am happy for you to take it on notice about how the workplace surveillance legislation needs to be
changed to take account of the evolving technology being locked in some very old technological
notions.
Mr KAINE: Thank you, Mr Searle, we will take that on notice.
The Hon. SHAYNE MALLARD: I do think we could spend a whole day on surveillance. I want to
talk about surveillance as well.
The Hon. ADAM SEARLE: We might invite you back for that. The Hon. SHAYNE MALLARD: That will be
next year.
The CHAIR: You have taken it on notice, we appreciate that. It might be the case that the Committee
is likely to hold specific hearings on workplace surveillance matters and you may receive an invitation
to return to give evidence specifically on that given that you did make a lengthy submission on it and
you have had extensive exposure to a lot of this in conjunction with artificial intelligence as well. We
might invite you back. I note that you have taken a few questions on notice. You will have 21 days to
return those answers to the Committee staff. The Committee staff will be in touch with you. We
thank you for the time you have taken to provide evidence and the forthright way in which you have
answered questions, equally your very extensive submission, which has been of help to the
Committee.

The TWU welcomes the opportunity to discuss the issue of workplace surveillance in greater
depth at the subsequent hearings, but in short, current workplace surveillance laws in NSW
are not able to deal with the emerging forms of surveillance technology in the transport
sector and are consequently, leading to an increasing amount of ethical and privacy
concerns for workers. The TWU would strongly support reforms to expand the scope of
existing workplace surveillance laws in NSW.

Annexure A – Constitution Advice Mark Gibian SC

